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Abstract: How many stocks a portfolio should hold to achieve full diversification 

benefits by eliminating non-systematic risk is an important issue for portfolio 

management. The weight of the asset in the portfolio has also effect to derive the full 

diversification benefit. The study addresses optimal number of securities for 

achieving full diversification benefit in Bangladesh capital market by in terms of 

naive portfolio and differently weighted portfolios. The study showed that greater 

diversification effect is obtained in naive portfolios than differently weighted 

portfolios. The result also indicates that naive portfolio should hold between 20 

stocks and differently weighted portfolio should hold 27 stocks to get full 

diversification benefit. It also showed that both investment concentration and the 

number of stocks in the portfolio were significant determinants of portfolio risk for 

both naïve and differently weighted portfolio. 

Keywords: Naive Portfolio; Differently Weighted Portfolio; Risk Diversification; 

Diversified Portfolio; Diversification Ratio and Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) 

Introduction 

Diversification benefit from portfolio management can make big difference in 

performance measurement among different portfolio managers. Diversification benefit 

can be achieved by distributing investments in different, less than perfectly correlated 

assets. An important question is how many stocks a portfolio should hold to derive full 

diversification benefit. Full diversification benefit means the variability of the portfolio is 

not significantly different from the variability of the market. Vilija Alekneviciene et al. 

(2012) had shown the impact of portfolio size on the portfolio diversification on 

Lithuanian Stock Exchange Market. Several other researches were carried out in the field 

of portfolio size to diversified portfolio risk like Evans & Archer, 1968; Statman, 1987; 

Newbould & Poon, 1993; Sharpe et al, 1997; Tang, 2004; Solnik, 1990 in their own 

ways. Evans and Archer concluded that a well-diversified portfolio holds a minimum of 

10 securities. Fisher and Lorie concluded that an 80% reduction in the non-systematic 

risk can be attained by holding eight stocks. Upson, Jessup, and Matsumoto, 1975 

showed that a portfolio manager should include 16 to 30 stocks for risk reduction. 

Statman, 1987 argued that a diversified portfolio should include at least 30 stocks. The 

objective of this research is to show the number of stocks a portfolio manager in 

Bangladesh should hold to get full diversification benefit. This study also compares 
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diversification benefit between naïve portfolio and differently weighted portfolio along 

with examining the relationship among portfolio risk with investment concentration and 

portfolio risk with no of stocks.  

Literature Review 

By constructing portfolio, one can beneficial in reducing risk. So how many asset one 

need to hold on its portfolio to rendered full diversification benefit in Bangladesh capital 

market is the quest of this research. Markowitz (1952)2 in his paper demonstrated how 

investors can construct portfolios that minimize market risk for a given level of expected 

return. Meucci (2009)3 explained the qualitative definition of diversification that a 

portfolio is well-diversified if it is not heavily exposed to individual shocks and the 

diversification distribution can be interpreted as a set of probability masses associated 

with the principal portfolios. 

Several researches have argued over the amount of the diversification and no of stocks 

needed to make a fully diversified portfolio. Evans and Archer (1968)4 raised doubts 

concerning the economic justification of increasing portfolio sizes beyond 10 or more 

securities, and stressed the need for analysts as well as the private investors alike to 

include some form of marginal analysis in their portfolio selection models. They 

examined the rate at which the variation of returns for randomly selected portfolios is 

reduced as a function of the number of securities included in the portfolio. 

On the other hand Meir Statman (1987)5 argued that a well diversified portfolio of 

randomly chosen stocks includes at least 30 stocks for a borrowing investor and 40 stocks 

for a lending investor. 

In addition Frahm and Wiechers (2011)6 in their “On the Diversification of Portfolios of 

Risky Assets” argued that the mutual fund manager as well as for the private investor - 

well-founded selection of assets indeed leads to better portfolio diversification than naive 

allocation does 

                                                             
2   Markowitz, H. (1952). Portfolio Selection. The Journal of Finance, 77-91. 

3  Meucci, A. (2009). Managing Diversification. Bloomberg Education & Quantitative Research and 
Education Paper, Risk, 74-79. 

4  Evans, J. L., & Archer, S. H. (1968). The Journal of Finance. Diversification and the reduction of 
dispersion: an empirical analysis, Volume 23, Issue 5, 761–767. 

5   Statman, M. (1987). How many stocks make a diversified portfolio? Journal of Financial and quantitative 
analysis, Vol 22. No. 3, 353-363. 

6  Frahm, G., & Wiechers, C. (2011). On the Diversification of Portfolios of Risky Assets. Seminar of 
Economic and Social Statistic University of Cologne, 2/11. 
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Lee and Byrne’s (2000)7 “Risk Reduction and Real Estate Portfolio Size” studied the 

affect of portfolio size on risk reduction using actual property data and suggested that 

portfolios of properties of a large size, on the average, tend to have lower risks than small 

sized portfolios. More importantly portfolios of a few properties can have very high or 

very low risk. 

Busarakamwong et. al (2004)8 argued in their paper “A Framework for Assessing the 

Diversification Benefits of Additional Securities on Portfolio Risk” that precise 

diversification benefits would depend on investors’ characteristics such as portfolio target 

returns, risk appetite and level of aggressiveness in the portfolio since the levels and 

extents of benefit varies depending on the asset classes and universes concerned, and 

investors’ characteristics. It has also proven that there is strong positive relationship 

between targeted returns, risk appetite, base portfolio aggressiveness, and the benefit of 

adding securities to a portfolio. 

Tang (2004)9 examines the issue on naive (equal weight) diversification and analytically 

shows that for an infinite population of stocks, a portfolio size of 20 is required to 

eliminate 95% of the diversifiable risk on average. However, an addition of 80 stocks 

(i.e., a size of 100) is required to eliminate an extra 4% (i.e., 99% total) of diversifiable 

risk. This result depends neither on the investment horizons, sampling periods nor the 

markets involved. 

On the other hand Burnside et al.(2004)10, in their paper “How Many Stocks Do You 

Need to be Diversified”, had argued that if the market index is dominated by very high 

and relatively low capitalization issuers and The best results of diversification are 

obtained when the weights of assets are evaluated in terms of capitalization size. 

Woerheide, W., & Persson, D. (1993)11 in their paper “An Index of Portfolio 

Diversification” evaluate the ability of five different measures of diversification to 

provide meaningful information about the degree of diversification of an unevenly 

                                                             
7   Lee, S. L., & Byrne, P. J. (2000). Risk Reduction and Real Estate Portfolio Size. Presented at the Sixth 

PRRES Conference. Sydney, Australia. 

8   Busarakamwong, J., Ng, Y. L., & Stamenovic, I. (2004). A Framework For Assessing The Diversification 
Benefits Of Additional Securities On Portfolio Risk. Kellogg School of Management. 

9   Tang, G. Y. (2003). How efficient is naive portfolio diversification? an educational note. The 
International Journal of Management Science, 32, 155-160. 

10   Burnside, D. J., Chambers, D. R., & Zdanowicz, J. S. (2004). How Many Stocks Do You Need to Be 
Diversified? AAII Journal, 16-19. 

11   Woerheide, W., & Persson, D. (1993). An Index of Portfolio Diversification. FINANCIAL SERVICES 
REVIEW, 2(2): 73-85. 
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distributed stock portfolio. The complement of the Herjindahl index was found to be the 

best of the jive measures and its explanatory power was deemed to be adequate for 

general use. 

Alekneviciene et al. (2012)12 in their paper on “Portfolio Size and Diversification Effects 

in Lithuanian Stock Exchange” showed that naïve portfolios and differently weighted 

portfolios should have 24 and 27 stocks respectively to get full diversification benefit. 

The study also showed strong relationship between investment concentration and 

portfolio risk for a differently weighted portfolio. It also found strong relationship 

between the number of stocks in a portfolio and portfolio risk for both naive and 

differently weighted portfolios. 

Most recently, Bhuyan et al. (2016)13 explained that naive portfolios should hold between 

9 to 15 stocks to get full diversification benefit. Surprisingly, the study did not find any 

definite number of stocks differently weighted portfolios should hold to get full 

diversification benefit. 

Choueifaty and Coignard (2008)14  defined the diversification ratio as the ratio of the 

weighted average of volatilities divided by the portfolio volatility. Cheng and Roulac 

(2007)15 explained DE metrics was a ratio with portfolio standard deviation in the 

numerator and the allocation-only weighted portfolio standards deviation in the 

denominator.  

All together, the diversification effect can be viewed as a reduction of risk. This ratio can 

be used to show that how many stocks are needed to achieve full diversification benefit 

for both naive and different weighted portfolio. Besides, Herfindahl Hirschman Index 

(HHI) and number of stocks can be used to find out the portfolio risk concentration.    

Methodology  

                                                             
12 Alekneviciene, V., Alekneviciute, E., & Rinkeviciene, R. (2012). Portfolio Size and Diversification Effect 

in Lithuanian Stock Exchange Market. Inzinerine Ekonomika-Engineering Economics, 23(4), 338-347. 
13 Bhuyan, M. N., Reza, R., & El-Houbi, A. (2016). Is the Diversification Benefit from Holding a 

Certain Number of Stocks a Reality or Myth? International Journal of Education and Social Science, 
Vol. 3 No., 15-23. 

14 Choueifaty, Y., & Coignard, Y. (2008). Toward Maximum Diversification. The journal of Portfolio 
Management, 40-51. 

15 Cheng, P., & Roulac, S. (2007). Measuring the Effectiveness of Geographical Diversification,. Journal of 
Real Estate Portfolio Management, Vol. 13, No. 1, 29-44. 
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The 30 constituent companies (Table 1) of DSE 30 Index (DS30)16 as of December 2016 

were used to construct the naive and different weighted portfolio to study the 

diversification effect of the number of stocks included in a portfolio. The research has 

been done on daily adjusted data from January 2014 to December 2016. One company, 

Bangladesh Steel Re-Rolling Mills Ltd (Trading code: BSRMLTD) of DS30, was listed 

after January 2014. This company was excluded from the study to maintain similarity in 

the length of data of the companies included in the study.  

Daily returns of each individual stock were calculated for the period of January 2014 to 

December 2016 with following formula: 

Daily return of individual stock, --------------------- (1) 

Here:   Stock price at the present day; 

Stock price at the previous day 

Portfolio return is the weighted average return of the individual stocks in the portfolio. 

Here, the weight of the individual stocks corresponds to the portfolio exposure to the 

particular stock. 

Portfolio return,  --------------------- (2) 

Here: Weight of the individual stock in the portfolio 

           daily return of the individual stocks in the portfolio 

The study focused on the impact of the number of stocks included in a portfolio on the 

concentration of company specific risk (unsystematic risk) in that particular portfolio. To 

measure the dispersion of returns around their mean in a particular time period, Variance 

and Standard deviation of the stocks was used. 

Variance of stock return,  --------------------- (3) 

Here: return of stock; 

           Average return of stock; 

         Number of samples 

Standard deviation of stock return, --------------------- (4) 

                                                             
16 DS30 is the index of 30 companies of Dhaka stock Exchange(DSE), Main bourse of Bangladesh, 

www.dsebd.org  
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Portfolio risk is a function of the variance of constituent stocks and covariance between 

each pairs of the stocks. The basic assumptions used in the portfolio risk calculation are 

that average return, standard deviation and covariance will remain unchanged and the 

distributions of monthly return data series are symmetric around the average return.  

Standard deviation of the portfolio return: 

--------------------- (5) 

Correlation between stock i and stock j: 

   --------------------- (6) 

Covariance between stock i and stock j: 

    --------------------- (7) 

Here, w  weight of stocks, 

           Standard deviation of stocks 

return of stock; 

            Average return of stock; 

         Number of samples 

In naive portfolios weight for all the stocks included in the portfolio will be same.  

Weight of stock in the naive portfolio:   --------------------- (8) 

In the market capitalization weighted portfolios, the weight of constituent companies was 

determined based on the market capitalization of each stocks included in the portfolio 

regardless of the number of stocks included in the portfolio. 

Weight of stock in the differently weighted portfolio     --------------------- (9) 

Here: Market capitalization of each individual stock; 

          Total Market capitalization of the portfolio. 

In constructing portfolio for both naive and different weight portfolio, in from of 2 to 29 

stocks, following criteria has been followed: 

 lowest negative correlation for first two stock portfolio  
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 Succeeding portfolios were formed by taking the stock which has the lowest 

correlation with the existing portfolio. 

Diversification effect of increasing number of stocks was analyzed using diversification 

effect (DE) ratio in this step. DE ratio assumes value greater than 0 and less than +1. The 

higher the DE ratio of a portfolio, the more the diversification effect a portfolio has. 

DE ratio:  --------------------- (10) 

Here:  Standard deviation of the portfolio; 

 Standard deviation of the allocation only portfolio. 

            Standard deviation of the allocation only portfolio: 

                              --------------------- (11) 

Non-diversification risk was also taken out from the total portfolio risk to find out the real 

diversification effect of diversifiable risk.  

DE ratio after excluding non-diversification risk:   

--------------------- (12) 

Here:  The lowest standard deviations between all formed portfolio 

combinations. 

The degree of investment concentration in the constituent securities can be analyzed 

using the relationship between Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) and portfolio risk. 

HHI index is the inverse of CHI index.                     

            --------------------- (13) 

Here: Weight of the constituent companies 

Research results and interpretation 

Total of 28 portfolios has been constructed under both naïve and equal weight 

portfolio from 29 stocks which constitute the DS30 index. Two stocks portfolio 

consists of Heidelberg Cement (BD) Ltd () and Orion Pharma Ltd 

(ORIONPHARMA), three stock portfolio consists of Heidelberg Cement (BD) Ltd 

(HEIDELBCEM), Orion Pharma Ltd and BRAC Bank Ltd (BRACBANK). 
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Successive portfolios (Table 2) are consists like that according to the portfolio 

construction criteria mention in the methodology17.   

The diversification effect according to the number of stocks including in both naïve and 

equal weight portfolio is illustrated in the Table 3. Diversification benefit in two stock 

naive portfolio (50.79%) is higher than differently weighted portfolio (42.67%). One 

explanation could be higher market capitalized stock underperformed the lower market 

capitalized stock in Bangladesh market. In both naive and differently weighted portfolio 

two stock portfolio provide lowest diversification.  

Unlike other market, in Bangladesh naive portfolio gained more diversification than 

differently weighted portfolio in reducing nonsystematic risk with inclusion of more 

securities. For naive portfolio, 20 stocks portfolio achieve the full diversification for 

nonsystematic risk. After that with addition of stocks decrease the diversification effect 

ratio to 93.79% for 29 stocks portfolio. But with only 4 stocks portfolio, naive portfolio 

diversified 80.60% nonsystematic risk. Then for full diversification benefit it required 

additional 16 stocks in the portfolio.  

On the other hand, total non-systemic risk got eliminated at 27 stocks portfolio for 

differently weighted portfolio. It is the point where differently weighted portfolio 

achieves the full diversification. Any addition of stocks does not optimize the 

diversification effect. With 8 stock portfolios, differently weighted portfolio achieved 

80.58% diversification benefit. For additional 20% diversification benefit, it required 

additional 19 stocks in the portfolio.   

In figure 1, the result shows the diversification effect for both naive portfolios and 

differently weighted portfolio. At the beginning of the inclusion of stocks in portfolio, 

diversification benefit increased at a higher rate than later. However, naive portfolio 

diversification benefit is higher than differently weighted portfolio in the earlier stage 

than later.  

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) measures the investment concentration in the 

constituent’s securities of a portfolio. HHI is positively correlated with the portfolio risk 

represented by portfolio standard deviation. After run the regression model of portfolio 

risk dependence on investment concentration, it was found that HHI is positively 

correlated with differently weighted portfolio risk and around 52.33% variation in the 

portfolio risk can be explained by standard deviation. The relationship between HHI and 

                                                             
17 Lowest negative correlation for first two stock portfolio and succeeding portfolios were formed by taking 

the stock which has the lowest correlation with the existing portfolio. 
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portfolio risk of differently weighted portfolio is statistically significant (p value of 0.00). 

The linear regression equation representing the relationship between the risk of 

differently weighted portfolios and HHI was as follows: 

 

The regression equation explaining the relationship between naive portfolio risk and HHI 

is significant and naïve portfolio risk explained 90.11% of HHI. Naive portfolio risk has 

higher explanatory power than differently weighted portfolio risk to the investment 

concentration. The linear relationship between naive portfolio risk and HHI can be 

written as follows: 

 

Here, the research results showed that R2 is 0.9011 of naïve portfolios and R2 is 

0.5233 of differently-weighted portfolios in the linear relationship. Woerheide and 

Persson (1993) found that among the 5 indices of diversification the highest 

explanatory power with an R2 of 0.548 has CHI. The result indicate that Naive 

portfolios has higher significant investment concentration risk than differently 

weighted portfolios.  

After examining portfolio risk on the number of stock, it was found that the dependence 

is stronger for differently weighted portfolios (R2 40.73% for naïve portfolio vs R2 

40.73% for differently weighted portfolio). The regression model for portfolio standard 

deviation dependence on number of stock shown in the table 4. In Naive portfolio the 

number of stock explained 40.73% variation in portfolio risk compare to 90.11% 

variation explained by HHI. The linear relationship between the portfolio risk of naïve 

portfolios and the number of stocks in a portfolio can be written as follows: 

 

On the other hand, in differently weighted portfolio 60.51% variation in portfolio 

standard deviation is explained by number of stocks compare to only 52.33% 

variation explained by HHI. The linear relationship between the portfolio risk of 

differently weighted portfolios and the number of stocks in a portfolio can be written 

as follows:  
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This above result indicated that in terms of Naïve portfolio HHI is the most important 

factor for determining risk. But for differently weighted portfolio number of stocks is the 

most important factor in determining portfolio standard deviation. The regression 

equation specified that the number of stocks included in a differently weighted portfolio 

and the portfolio risk of the same portfolio was negatively related. This result 

maintenances the belief that diversification benefit increases with the increase in the 

number of stocks in a portfolio. 

Now, in the regression analysis it is observed that there are some unexplained versions. It 

can be tested whether multiple regression equation explaining the relationship of the total 

portfolio risk of differently weighted portfolios with HHI and the number of stocks 

included in differently weighted portfolios improve the model. The regression result 

explained that the explanatory power for differently weighted portfolio model improve 

compare to single equation model. The linear multiple relationship models are illustrated 

in the table 4.  

Conclusion and Discussion 

How to reach into full diversification benefit in market is still in debate. Several 

researcher point out different argument on their behalf. Some factors are pointed out in 

their argument. Targeted returns, risk appetite, base portfolio aggressiveness, the benefit 

of adding securities to a portfolio, asset correlation and investment concentration are most 

important among them. Besides stock liquidity, stock breadth, and transaction costs 

among others that prevent replicate the equilibrium model in the market to achieve the 

optimal goal of portfolio manager. This study investigate, (1) optimal number of stocks 

required to get full diversification benefit, (2) the effect of investment concentration 

(HHI) and no of stocks on portfolio risk.  

The study result showed that a naive portfolio had greater diversification benefit than 

a differently weighted portfolio with the same number of stocks. Naive portfolio 

required 20 stocks to achieve the full diversification benefit where differently 

weighted portfolio required 27 stocks in the portfolio in Bangladesh market. But the 

study find out that almost 80% diversification benefit is achieved in naive portfolio 

when they consist of smaller number of stocks (Table 3: 8 stocks portfolio). That 

indicate that the bigger the portfolios the lower contribution of diversification ratio in 

reducing nonsystematic risk. 

The study result also showed that there is strong relationship between portfolio risk and 

investment concentration (measured by HHI) in naïve portfolio. So investment 

concentration is more important factor in naïve portfolio than differently weighted portfolio 
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on portfolio risk. However the study showed that portfolio risk is more influenced by no of 

stock in the differently weighted portfolio than naïve portfolio. As well as it also indicate 

that in differently weighted portfolio, no of stock explained more variation in portfolio risk 

than investment concentration factor (HHI). On the other hand, investment concentration is 

more influential factor to determine portfolio risk. 
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APPENDICES 

TABLE 1 

Companies included in the analysis 

Company Name Trading code 

Bangladesh Steel Re-Rolling Mills Ltd. BSRMLTD 

BRAC Bank Ltd. BRACBANK 

City Bank Ltd. CITYBANK 

Islami Bank Bd Ltd. ISLAMIBANK 

National Bank Ltd. NBL 

United Commercial Bank Ltd. UCBL 

Heidelberg Cement (BD) Ltd. HEIDELBCEM 

Lafarge Surma Cement LAFSURCEML 

RAKCERAMIC  RAKCERAMIC 

BSRM Steels Ltd. BSRMSTEEL  

IDLC Finance Ltd. IDLC 

LankaBangla Finance Ltd. LANKABAFIN 

British American Tobacco (BD) Ltd. BATBC 

Olympic Industries Ltd. OLYMPIC 

Jamuna Oil Com. Ltd. JAMUNAOIL 
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Meghna Petroleum Ltd. MPETROLEUM 

MJL Bangladesh Ltd. MJLBD 

Summit Power Ltd. SUMITPOWER  

Titas Gas Trans. & Dist. Co. Ltd. TITASGAS 

Deltalife DELTALIFE 

Beximco BEXIMCO 

ACI Ltd. ACI  

Beximco Pharma BXPHARMA 

Orion Pharma Ltd. ORIONPHARM 

Renata Ltd. RENATA 

Square Pharmaceuticals Ltd. SQURPHARMA 

Bata shoe Ltd BATASHOE 

Bangladesh Submarine Cable Com. GP 

Grameenphone Ltd. BSCCL 

TABLE 2 

Constituents of All the portfolios 

  Constituents 

Portfolio 1 

HEIDELBCEM 

+ORIONPHARM 

Portfolio 2 +BRACBANK 

Portfolio 3 +BATBC 

Portfolio 4 +LAFSURCEML 

Portfolio 5 +ISLAMIBANK 

Portfolio 6 +ACI 

Portfolio 7 +BATASHOE 

Portfolio 8 +NBL 

Portfolio 9 +SQURPHARMA 

Portfolio 10 +IDLC 

Portfolio 11 +BSCCL 

Portfolio 12 +CITYBANK 

Portfolio 13 +GP 

Portfolio 14 +TITASGAS 
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Portfolio 15 +UNIQUEHRL 

Portfolio 16 +OLYMPIC 

Portfolio 17 +MJLBD 

Portfolio 18 +UCBL 

Portfolio 19 +RENATA 

Portfolio 20 +BEXIMCO 

Portfolio 21 +DELTALIFE 

Portfolio 22 +RAKCERAMIC 

Portfolio 23 +JAMUNAOIL 

Portfolio 24 +LANKABAFIN 

Portfolio 25 +SUMITPOWER  

Portfolio 26 +MPETROLEUM 

Portfolio 27 +BSRMSTEEL  

Portfolio 28 +BXPHARMA 

TABLE 3 

Diversification effect (DE) ratio 

 Number of 

Stocks in 

Portfolio 

Ticker Name of 

companies of DS30 

Index 

Diversification Effect 

    Naive 

Portfolio  

Differently Weighted 

Portfolio 

Portfolio 1 
2 

HEIDELBCEM 

+ORIONPHARM 
50.79 42.67 

Portfolio 2 3 +BRACBANK 67.25 54.88 

Portfolio 3 4 +BATBC 80.60 62.56 

Portfolio 4 5 +LAFSURCEML 81.31 68.80 

Portfolio 5 6 +ISLAMIBANK 85.39 76.60 

Portfolio 6 7 +ACI 87.26 78.92 

Portfolio 7 8 +BATASHOE 91.23 80.58 
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Portfolio 8 9 +NBL 94.26 83.13 

Portfolio 9 10 +SQURPHARMA 97.60 92.28 

Portfolio 10 11 +IDLC 96.77 93.46 

Portfolio 11 12 +BSCCL 96.09 94.14 

Portfolio 12 13 +CITYBANK 96.54 95.45 

Portfolio 13 14 +GP 98.28 62.98 

Portfolio 14 15 +TITASGAS 99.10 58.58 

Portfolio 15 16 +UNIQUEHRL 98.97 68.76 

Portfolio 16 17 +OLYMPIC 99.85 71.49 

Portfolio 17 18 +MJLBD 98.92 74.66 

Portfolio 18 19 +UCBL 99.21 78.25 

Portfolio 19 20 +RENATA 100.00 98.83 

Portfolio 20 21 +BEXIMCO 98.79 99.22 

Portfolio 21 22 +DELTALIFE 97.98 99.37 

Portfolio 22 23 +RAKCERAMIC 97.33 99.43 

Portfolio 23 24 +JAMUNAOIL 97.69 99.71 

Portfolio 24 25 +LANKABAFIN 96.22 99.73 

Portfolio 25 26 +SUMITPOWER  95.53 99.96 

Portfolio 26 27 +MPETROLEUM 95.38 100.00 

Portfolio 27 28 +BSRMSTEEL  94.47 99.74 

Portfolio 28 29 +BXPHARMA 93.79 99.76 

Table 4: Regression Models for the Stock Portfolios Risk Dependence on the 

Concentration and the Number of Stocks 

Portfolio Regression Model R2 P value 

Naive  
 

.9011 0.00 
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Differently weighted 
 

.5233 0.00 

Naive  
 

.4073 0.00 

Differently weighted 
 

.6051 0.00 

Naive  
 

.9014 0.00 

Differently weighted 
 

.6878 0.00 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Diversification benefit of increasing number of stocks in the portfolio 
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